Targeted therapy using small-molecule inhibitors is a promising new therapy approach against cancer, but drug-resistant mutants present an obstacle to success. Oncolytic virus therapy, where viruses replicate specifically in cancer cells and kill them, is another promising therapy approach against cancer. While encouraging results have been observed in clinical trials, consistent success has not been possible so far. Based on a computational framework, I report that even if oncolytic virus therapy fails to eradicate a cancer, it can have the potential to eradicate the sub-population of drug-resistant cancer cells. Once this has occurred, targeted drug therapy can be used to induce cancer remission. For this to work, a drug resistance mutation must confer a certain fitness cost to the cell, as has been documented in the literature. The reason for this finding is that in the presence of a shared virus, the faster growing (drug-sensitive) cell population produces an amount of virus that is too much for the slower growing (drug-resistant) cell population to survive. This is derived from a population dynamic principle known as apparent competition. Therefore, a sequential combination of oncolytic virus and targeted therapies can overcome major weaknesses of either approach alone.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, exciting new treatment strategies have emerged in the context of cancer research. A better understanding of the molecular pathways that are altered in cancer cells has allowed the development of targeted small-molecule inhibitors (Yee & Keating 2003; Guillemard & Saragovi 2004) . These attack specific defects in cancer cells, leading to cell death or cessation of cell division. Because cancer cells are selectively targeted, the degree of side effects is much less when compared with conventional chemotherapy. The most successful example of this class of drug so far is imatinib (STI571 or Gleevec) that is used to treat chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML; Sawyers 1999; Deininger et al. 2000; O'Dwyer et al. 2002; Deininger & Druker 2003; Melo et al. 2003; Druker 2004) . A particular problem with such therapy is the emergence of mutant cells that are resistant to the drug, particularly at more advanced stages of the cancer (Gorre et al. 2001; Blagosklonny 2002; Shannon 2002; Goldman & Melo 2003; Burgess et al. 2005; Melo & Barnes 2007) .
A different treatment approach that also selectively targets cancer cells is the use of oncolytic viruses (Kirn & McCormick 1996; Bell et al. 2003; McCormick 2003 McCormick , 2005 Davis & Fang 2005; Kaplan 2005 ; O'Shea 2005; Parato et al. 2005; Post et al. 2005; Roberts et al. 2006; Bell 2007; Crompton & Kirn 2007; Kelly & Russell 2007; Vaha-Koskela et al. 2007 ). These are viruses that specifically infect cancer cells, replicate in them, kill them and spread to further cancer cells. The selectivity of these viruses for cancer cells occurs because virus replication is blocked by the product of certain genes that are commonly missing in cancer cells. The virus that has been studied the most in terms of clinical trials is the adenovirus ONYX-015, but a variety of other viruses are now being explored in this context, some of which can be administered intravenously (Lorence et al. 2003; Roberts et al. 2006) . A clear success in the use of such viruses, however, has so far not been reported. This is partly due to our lack of understanding of the correlates of successful virus-mediated cancer eradication, and to the potentially complex interactions between virus replication and the immune system. So far, the ultimate goal of oncolytic virus therapy has been to eradicate the cancer. Here, I report that even if this cannot be achieved, it is theoretically possible to use oncolytic viruses to eradicate the sub-population of cancer cells that are resistant to chemotherapies, such as small-molecule inhibitors. The idea is to pretreat a cancer with oncolytic viruses, leading to the eradication of the drug-resistant cells. Subsequently, the cancer is treated with a small-molecule inhibitor that could lead to successful remission in the absence of resistance. This makes sense given that oncolytic viruses have so far not been able to consistently eradicate cancers, and given that drug-resistant cells are a major obstacle to targeted small-molecule treatments.
The rationale for this idea comes from a simple population dynamics concept that is called 'apparent competition' (Holt 1977) . Even if two populations or two species do not directly compete with each other, the fitter species can drive the less fit species extinct if they are infected by the same pathogen. For example, if the growth rate of the drug-sensitive cancer cells is higher than that of the resistant cancer cells, then the resistant cells will be driven extinct if a virus can infect both cell populations. In the context of CML therapy with the targeted drug imatinib, it has been reported that certain drug-resistant mutants have a reduced growth rate and are less fit than the drug-sensitive cells (Tipping et al. 2001) . Drug-resistant mutants in other diseases, for example human immunodeficiency virus (HIV ), are also associated with a fitness cost (Back et al. 1996) , and it is likely that this is a broader phenomenon since the mutations usually alter the very proteins that drive the disease. However, this remains to be investigated in more detail, especially in the context of cancer. In this paper, I use a mathematical model to develop the concept of employing oncolytic viruses to selectively eliminate drug-resistant cancer cells.
RESULTS

The model
I consider a mathematical model that describes the spread of an oncolytic virus through a population of tumour cells and assumes the existence of two subpopulations of cancer cells: cells that are susceptible to a given drug (from now on called drug-sensitive cells) and cells that are resistant to this drug. The model includes the following variables: x 1 , uninfected drugsensitive cells; x 2 , uninfected drug-resistant cells; y 1 , infected drug-sensitive cells; and y 2 , infected drugresistant cells. The model does not take into account a free virus population explicitly. Because the turnover of virus populations is much faster than that of infected cells, we assume that the free virus population is in a quasi-steady state.
Uninfected drug-sensitive cells grow with a rate r 1 x 1 (1Ch)/(x 1 Cx 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 Ch). Thus, we assume saturated growth. The lower the total number of cells, the more this term approaches exponential growth. The higher the number of cells, the more this term approaches linear growth. The parameter h determines at what tumour size the exponential growth starts to saturate. For high values of h, the behaviour converges to an exponential growth model. For low values of h, the behaviour converges to a linear growth model. We assume that growth does not stop at a given tumour size, as would be the case with logistic growth. The reason is that we aim to model the most aggressive tumour growth, where a relatively fast expansion of the tumour cell population is observed until the organism dies. Saturated growth is assumed because several constraints, such as the spatial structures of tumours, are likely to prevent straight exponential growth at large numbers of cells.
Upon contact with virus, drug-sensitive cells become infected with a rate b 1 . Traditional virus dynamics models assume straightforward mass action (Wodarz 2001 (Wodarz , 2003 , where the rate of infection is directly proportional to the number of uninfected and infected cells. However, this leads to 'boom and bust' dynamics that do not reflect the acute dynamics of the infection in a realistic way. In particular, the initial spread of the virus depends heavily on the number of target cells, which can be huge in the context of a tumour. Alternatively, frequency-dependent transmission can be assumed (May & Anderson 1987; Antonovics et al. 1995; Begon et al. 1999; McCallum et al. 2001; Novozhilov et al. 2006) . In this case, the rate of infection is not proportional to the number of infected cells, but to the fraction of infected cells in the tumour population. This gives rise to the opposite result that the initial virus spread is independent of the number of target cells. An intermediate scenario (Anderson & May 1978; Diekmann & Kretzschmar 1991; Heesterbeek & Metz 1993 ) is most likely to be realistic, and this is what we assume in our model. The transmission term is thus given by b 1 x 1 (y 1 Cy 2 )(1C3)/ (x 1 Cx 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 C3). The parameter 3 determines how much the model approaches the mass action or frequency dependence assumption. The higher the value of 3, the less the transmission is frequency dependent.
The drug-resistant cancer cell population is modelled according to the same principles. It grows with a rate r 2 x 2 (1Ch)/(x 1 Cx 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 Ch). Drug-resistant cells become infected with a rate b 2 x 2 (y 1 Cy 2 )(1C3)/(x 1 C x 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 C3). In addition, we assume that the drugresistant cells are produced by mutation from drugsensitive cells during cell division. Hence the mutation rate is given by mr 1 x 1 (1Ch)/(x 1 Cx 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 Ch).
Infected cells are assumed not to divide, and die with rates a 1 and a 2 for drug-sensitive and drug-resistant cells, respectively. The model is based on the previous models that study the dynamics of oncolytic viruses in a single population of cancer cells (Wodarz 2001 (Wodarz , 2003 (Wodarz , 2004 . It is given by the following set of ordinary differential equations:
It is important to discuss the tumour growth term used here in some more detail. It assumes saturated cell growth, but growth only slows down and does not stop as the number of cells increases, as is the case with other density-dependent growth terms, such as logistic growth. The biological interpretation could be that as the tumour grows, fewer cells contribute to reproduction owing to the spatial structure of the tumour. While the presence of one cell type can slow down the growth of the other cell type in this model, direct competition between two cell types cannot lead to extinction of any cell population. In the absence of a virus, both cell populations will always grow towards infinity, although with reduced rates at larger tumour sizes. In practical terms, tumour growth stops when the organism dies. This might apply to advanced tumour growth. By contrast, in other density-dependent growth equations where cell growth stops at large population sizes, direct competition will lead to the extinction of the slower growing cell population and the persistence of the faster growing one. Under the assumption that the drug-resistant cell population has a certain fitness cost, this population would be driven extinct by the time the tumour has grown close to its limiting size. This might apply to more benign tumour growth scenarios. For the current purposes, it is important to consider a model where direct competition cannot drive one of the cell populations extinct, because the aim is to examine the effect of a shared oncolytic virus on the dynamics of the two cancer cell populations. If one cell population drives the other one extinct in the current model, then the reason is apparent competition through the shared virus rather than direct competition.
The mathematical properties of the model are explored as follows. For now, we assume that the mutation rate mZ0. We simply assume initial conditions in which both cell populations are present. This assumption will be relaxed later.
Dynamics of drug-resistant versus drug-sensitive cancer cells
In what follows, it is assumed that in the absence of virus, the tumour cell populations can successfully grow (figure 1a), i.e. r 1 O0 and r 2 O0. Further, I will make the assumption that the virus can grow successfully in both the drug-sensitive and resistant cell populations alone. That is, (1C3)b 1 /a 1 O1 and (1C3)b 2 /a 2 O1, given that the number of tumour cells is large. If the cancer population consists of only one type of cells, the dynamics always converge towards a stable equilibrium if the virus establishes a successful infection. During this approach to equilibrium, oscillations can be observed. If these oscillations reduce the average number of cancer cells below one, or if the number of cancer cells at equilibrium lies below one, the cancer cell population can be considered eradicated. The dynamics that lead to cancer eradication are not within the scope of the current paper and are considered in a separate study. Here, we concentrate on the parameter region in which the virus fails to eradicate the cancer cell population, and the cancer and the virus populations persist in the long term and equilibrate. Taking into account both the drug-sensitive and drug-resistant tumour cell populations, the virus infection has the following effect on the outcome. Only one of the cancer cell populations can persist (figure 1b). The other one goes extinct. The drugsensitive cells persist and the resistant cells go extinct if r 1 /b 1 Or 2 /b 2 . The resistant cells persist and the drugsensitive cells go extinct in the opposite case if r 2 /b 2 O r 1 /b 1 . The equilibrium expressions for these two outcomes are given by lengthy second-degree polynomial expressions that are not written down here for simplicity. If r 1 /b 1 Zr 2 /b 2 , then the two cancer cell populations are competitively neutral. Data indicate that drug resistance mutations can confer a fitness cost to the cells in the absence of therapy in a variety of contexts. With CML, it has been shown that drug resistance mutations that arise through the amplification of the BCR-ABL fusion gene grow less efficiently than the drug-sensitive cells ( Tipping et al. 2001) . No other reports exist regarding the relative fitness of drug-resistant mutants in cancer. In the context of infectious diseases such as HIV, however, it is clear that many drug resistance mutations carry a fitness cost (Back et al. 1996) . This is likely to be a more general phenomenon because drug resistance mutations typically alter proteins that are responsible for disease In the absence of the virus, both cancer cell populations grow, first exponentially and then with a slower rate as the number of cells reaches higher levels. In the presence of the virus, the drugsensitive cancer cells approach an equilibrium because the virus prevents unlimited growth of the cancer cells. The virus, however, fails to eradicate the cancer. The drug-resistant cancer cells go extinct owing to apparent competition mediated by the oncolytic virus. This simulation does not take into account the generation of resistant cells by mutation. Instead it assumes that a certain number of resistant cells are present at the beginning of the simulation. Parameters were chosen for the purpose of illustration only, since they are currently unknown. The dependence of the outcome on parameter values is discussed in the text. The following parameter values were used: r 1 Z7, r 2 Z5, b 1 Z0.1, b 2 Z0.1, a 1 Z0.5, a 2 Z0.5, 3Z10, hZ10 9 , mZ0. Solid line, wild-type; dashed line, drug resistant.
Virus therapy for cancer cell eradication D. Wodarz 181 maintenance and progression. However, this remains to be investigated in further detail in the context of cancer. If we assume that the resistant cancer cells carry a fitness cost compared with the drug-sensitive cells (i.e. they grow slower, r 2 !r 1 ) and the replication rate of the virus is identical in drug-sensitive and resistant cells (b 1 Zb 2 ), then the only possible outcome of the virus infection is that the resistant cancer cell population is driven extinct (figure 1b). Although the two cancer cell populations are not in competition with each other, the presence of the virus leads to dynamics that are in principle the same as those observed in competition. That is, competitive exclusion can be observed where the fitter type displaces the less fit type. The fact that 'competitive exclusion' can occur if two species (that do not compete directly) share a pathogen is referred to as apparent competition in the ecological literature (Holt 1977) . Apparent competition has been shown to be a potentially important factor that shapes ecological assemblages (Hassell & Bonsall 1997; Greenman & Hudson 1999 Bonsall & Hassell 2000) .
However, even if the resistant cells grow slower than the drug-sensitive cells (r 2 !r 1 ), the resistant cells can still have a higher fitness in the context of apparent competition if the replication rate of the virus in the resistant cells (b 2 ) is reduced more than the growth rate of the resistant cells (r 2 ) compared with drug-sensitive cells. Such a scenario could come about if the rate of viral replication is significantly coupled to the rate of cell division. In this case, quantitative studies would have to be performed in order to determine whether the viral replication rate is reduced to a greater or lesser extent than the division rate of resistant cells.
Let us examine more closely the dynamics of competitive exclusion. As seen in figure 1 , the population of drug-resistant cancer cells only starts to be negatively affected once the virus downregulates the overall cancer growth and the dynamics of the drug-sensitive cells converge to a stable equilibrium. Therefore, if the virus grows too slowly or the cancer grows too fast, it is possible that the cancer will reach a size at which it causes mortality before the virus has had a significant impact and before the population of drug-resistant cancer cells can be diminished. In this case, the oncolytic virus will be useless. However, if the virus limits tumour growth before the cancer has reached the size at which mortality is observed, then oncolytic virus therapy can drive the drug-resistant cancer cells extinct. Following this 'pretreatment' with the virus, it should be possible to successfully apply drug therapy (for example using targeted small-molecule inhibitors) in order to induce cancer remission.
In the above analysis, it was assumed that the virus can potentially establish an infection in either of the cell types (drug sensitive or resistant) alone. This is the most realistic parameter regime. If the virus replicates too slowly to establish an infection in either the drugsensitive or the resistant cell population alone, then it will not be possible to eradicate the population of the resistant cancer cells through virus-mediated competition. Therefore, the dynamics of this scenario are not further considered.
Note that this analysis has concentrated on the growth rate of the tumour cell population and the replication rates of the oncolytic virus, as these are the most important parameters that determine the outcome of apparent competition. Other parameters, such as the level of saturation in the tumour growth and virus infection terms, are important in determining whether the oncolytic virus can drive the overall tumour extinct or not. Since this is not the focus of the current paper, variation of these parameters is not explored. If the virus fails to eliminate the cancer, the apparent competition dynamics are not influenced by these additional parameters on a qualitative level.
Effect of mutations
The above analysis assumed that the drug-sensitive cells do not give rise to resistant cells by mutation (mZ0) and that a certain number of resistant cancer cells were present at the beginning of the computer simulations. Here, this assumption is relaxed. We can set the mutation rate mZ10 K7 -10 K9 according to the physiological mutation rate, although it can be higher if the cancer cells have some form of genetic instability. In particular, in the context of chromosomal instability, the mutation rate can be approximately mZ10
K4
if resistance is caused by chromosome duplications (Tlsty et al. 1989) . Now, the resistant cancer cells will not be driven extinct any more. Instead, they persist at a certain level, determined by the mutation-selection balance (figure 2). A lower mutation rate, a lower cancer size maintained by the oncolytic virus and a higher fitness cost of the resistant mutant lead to lower levels at which the resistant cancer cells persist. The lower the level at which resistant mutants persist, the lower the chances that they will in fact be present rather than be extinct (figure 2). Therefore, the more efficient the oncolytic virus is at suppressing the tumour, the less likely it is that the resistant mutant will be present in the tumour cell population.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
I have used a mathematical model to present a new way in which oncolytic viruses can be useful for cancer therapy, even if they fail to eradicate the cancer. A virus can be used to 'pretreat' the cancer in order to drive the resistant cell clones towards extinction, if the drug resistance mutations have a fitness cost compared with the drug-sensitive cells. Such a fitness cost has been demonstrated in the context of drug resistance mutations in CML, especially those mutations that come about through the amplification of the BCR-ABL fusion gene (Tipping et al. 2001) . Fitness costs of drug resistance mutations have been demonstrated very convincingly in the past in the context of infectious diseases, particularly HIV (Back et al. 1996) , although in a rare case it has been suggested that a particular HIV drug resistance mutation might confer a selective advantage to the virus ( Nijhuis et al. 1999) . The cost of drug resistance in HIV tends to be in the 1-10 per cent range, although some mutations can have a higher fitness cost (Back et al. 1996) . As mentioned before, the notion that drug resistance mutants are associated with a fitness cost is likely to be a more general phenomenon. However, it is important to point out that this notion needs to be solidified by further experimental research in the context of cancer, and that the theoretical concepts described here are dependent on this assumption. Under this assumption, the virus can drive the resistant cancer cells extinct because the resistant and drug-sensitive cells share the virus and there is apparent competition. Once the virus has driven the resistant cancer cells extinct, then drugs, such as small-molecule inhibitors, can be used to treat the cancer. If drug resistance is the major obstacle to successful treatment, success should now be observed. These notions are illustrated with computer simulations in figure 3.
Note that this treatment concept is very different from the simultaneous combination of drug and oncolytic virus therapies. This aims to reduce the In the presence of the virus, the resistant cells will be present at a level determined by the mutation-selection balance, as explained in figure 2 . (a) Mutation-selection balance maintains the drug-resistant cell population at relatively high numbers, which is likely to correlate with the persistence of these cells. Consequently, when drug therapy is applied, the resistant cells will grow and drug therapy fails. (b) Mutation-selection balance maintains the drug-resistant cell population at low levels: on average less than one cell persists. This corresponds to the extinction of the drug-resistant cell population. Consequently, the subsequent drug therapy is successful at eliminating the cancer because there are no resistant cells left. Parameters were chosen for the purpose of illustration only, since they are currently unknown. The dependence of the outcome on parameter values is discussed in the text. The following parameter values were used: r 1 Z7, r 2 Z5, a 1 Z0.5, a 2 Z0.5, 3Z10, hZ10 9 , mZ10 K9 . For (a) b 1 Z0.1, b 2 Z0.1. For (b) b 1 Z0.3, b 2 Z0.3. Drug therapy was modelled by assuming that the drug-sensitive cancer cells have an additional death rate dZ5, such that the drug can induce a decline of this cell population to extinction. The resistant cells do not receive the additional death rate, as the drug has no effect in this case. Solid line, wild-type; dashed line, drug resistant. The virus is more effective and the drug-sensitive cancer cell population reaches a lower equilibrium. In both cases, however, the virus fails to drive the cancer cells extinct. In the presence of mutations, the resistant cells do not go extinct any more, but persist at low levels, determined by the mutation-selection balance. This is determined by the mutation rate, the selective disadvantage of resistant cells and the number of drug-sensitive cells. The mutation-selection balance is such that the resistant cells are likely to be present in (a) and extinct (on average less than one cell) in (b). Parameters were chosen for the purpose of illustration only, since they are currently unknown. The dependence of the outcome on parameter values is discussed in the text. The following parameter values were used: r 1 Z7, r 2 Z5, a 1 Z0.5, a 2 Z0.5, 3Z10, hZ10
Virus therapy for cancer cell eradication D. Wodarz 183 replicative potential of the tumour, thus rendering the tumour more susceptible to virus-mediated eradication. In the presence of drug-resistant mutants, combining drug and virus therapies could in fact be detrimental to the patient. This is because in the presence of drug therapy, the resistant cells replicate faster than the sensitive cells. Therefore, apparent competition would increase the advantage of the drug-resistant cells during treatment and accelerate their rise to high levels. To get around this, one could first reduce the tumour size by drug therapy to make it more manageable for the virus, and subsequently apply the oncolytic virus; but again this would be a very different approach with a different aim compared with the treatment strategies explored here.
An important question that was not addressed is how long it takes for the oncolytic virus to drive the drug-resistant cancer cell population extinct. From a clinical point of view, it would be important to know when the pretreatment phase is over and when the drug therapy can be started. This can potentially be calculated in the model. However, such a calculation would be meaningless at this stage. It would depend on an experimentally validated model, parameter measurements and the knowledge of the number of drug-resistant cells present when the oncolytic virus is given to the patient. The aim of the current paper is to introduce the new concept that oncolytic viruses could be used to specifically eradicate the drug-resistant cancer cells, and this concept needs to be validated and applied to specific scenarios for further details to be considered. Moreover, if examined in more detail, it will be important to assess potential costs of delaying the onset of drug therapy while waiting for the oncolytic virus to eradicate the drugresistant cells.
In addition, note that the arguments presented in this paper do not take into account other complicating factors that can pose obstacles to successful drug therapy. For example, primitive or quiescent cancer cells that are not affected by the drug (Holyoake et al. 1999 (Holyoake et al. , 2001 Barnes & Melo 2006) can pose significant obstacles to cancer elimination even in the absence of drug resistance mutants. In addition, if there are drugresistant cells in the sub-population of quiescent cancer cells, then the virus would be less efficient in reducing the number of resistant cells. Quiescent cells are not likely to produce much virus, leading to their survival rather than death. In addition, it will be important to investigate these dynamics in spatially explicit models. While we tried to incorporate such effects phenomenologically into the differential equations through saturated proliferation and frequency-dependent virus transmission, tumours can have complex spatial structures that are better modelled by other approaches, such as cellular automata. In addition, such spatially explicit models should take into account details of the tumour architecture that can present barriers to virus spread, such as the presence of necrotic areas, connective tissue cells and non-cellular matrix components. This architecture could lead to micro-environments in which drug-resistant cells could escape removal by the virus. Another important assumption of the model is that all tumour cells, in particular all drug-resistant tumour cells, are susceptible to virus infection. However, this might not be the case. It is possible that some of the cancer cells have reduced levels of the receptor necessary for virus entry, making them essentially resistant to the virus. In this case, apparent competition would not drive the drug-resistant tumour cell population extinct. The therapy approach proposed here would have to be coupled with a drug that upregulates receptor expression in the tumour cells. We have previously published a mathematical model that examines in a different setting the effects of receptor expression and combination therapy on oncolytic virus dynamics (Zurakowski & Wodarz 2007) . Such details will be important to include in future models once the concepts presented here are investigated in the context of a specific cancer and a specific oncolytic virus.
The arguments presented here are based on the more general assumption that in the absence of the virus, the resistant and drug-sensitive cells do not compete to the extent that competitive exclusion of one cell population is possible. This may be a very realistic assumption in malignant cancer growth, where the number of cells rises to ever-increasing values. In this case, the presence of the virus introduces apparent competition into the system, leading to the decline of the less fit resistant cells. At earlier stages of cancer progression, the number of tumour cells might be relatively low and does not increase significantly. An example of this is the chronic phase of CML . Imatinib treatment during this phase is more likely to lead to a successful outcome, and drug resistance is less of an obstacle than in more advanced stages of the disease when explosive cancer cell growth is observed. One of the reasons certainly is that the size of the cancer is smaller, hence the probability to have generated a resistant mutant is lower . However, another factor that could contribute to this is that during the chronic phase of CML, the tumour cells might compete directly with each other for factors such as space and nutrients. This is because cells do not expand completely uncontrolled, but remain at relatively steady numbers. In the presence of direct competition, the resistant mutant would be expected to be excluded by the wild-type cells if the resistant cells bear a fitness cost, even in the absence of a shared virus.
I have focused my discussion to some degree on CML because it is a biologically very well-defined cancer, imatinib treatment represented the first clear success of targeted therapy and drug resistance mutations and their characteristics are relatively well defined. This is not the case in the context of other cancers. However, no promising oncolytic virus therapy exists against CML to my knowledge. While the observations made with CML are consistent with the assumptions that underlie the model, similar information needs to be obtained for a variety of other cancers, especially those where oncolytic viruses are available for treatment. The results presented here show that the combination of targeted therapy and oncolytic virus therapy could potentially be very beneficial for overcoming the problem of drug resistance and that it might pay off to pursue this avenue of research.
To summarize, I would like to point out that the aim of this paper is to propose a new conceptual treatment regime in which oncolytic viruses can be used to selectively drive drug-resistant tumour cells extinct, even if the virus fails to eradicate the overall cancer. It is clear that many biological details need to be incorporated into the model for a more detailed analysis. It is also clear that there is currently no cancer in which we have efficient targeted drug therapy, a detailed knowledge of drug resistance mutations and a feasible oncolytic virus. However, the conceptual treatment regimes proposed here are based on biologically reasonable assumptions and solid population dynamic principles, and therefore merit experimental investigations. The hope is that this study will stimulate new avenues of experimental research and thinking. As a first step on the experimental side, it would be interesting to test some of the most basic theoretical notions described here. This could be done using in vitro or simple in vivo systems. Both a drug-sensitive and a resistant cancer cell population should be allowed to grow together, followed by the introduction of an oncolytic virus. The numbers of resistant and drugsensitive cancer cells should be monitored over time to check whether the observed dynamics are consistent with the model behaviour.
